
 

Dissipation
Our Q System is in Contact with the rex

of the universe

HT Hs Hr t Herr
Hs Hamel of the System
Hai Hand of the reservoir

Hstr Hand Of the coupling between system
and reservoir

Í with Ht

The number of degrees of freedom
and the problem becomes untraceable
we're interested in the degrees of freedom
t the System

Let's assume that me know the density matrix
of the entire system AHI

A H density matrix of S R

we're interested in the reduced matrix obtained

by tracing oct the degrees Of freedom or the
reservoir

PHI Tra Ace put is the partial
trace Of A cu re R



How do we obtain a partial trace
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In the example of Last class
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me define p through its matrix elements
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Mean value of ó of the system
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The goal is to obtain the eq of motion

of PHI with the properties of the reservoir

entering as parameters
The Master equation in the Lindblad form

de p aI p tit t E E LlaP
Lla i hourHe operators
Lmp laLip La LELap PLELn
The operators are commonly referred to
as Jump operators

1 Born approximation
At some 1 0 ó Al Plo Ro
Ro Initial environment operator
If the reservoir is large enough it as not

perturbed by the system A HI pas Ro
2 Markov approximation
If Pi and Rj are operators Of the reservoir

their correlations are localized en time
Pitt pjltilqz.tn Qt ti

Together they are called the Born Markov

approximation


